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Let Q be a bounded, open subset of R”. A class of problems in optimal control 
theory is considered in which constraints and a singular perturbation are involved. 
The state equation, depending on a real parameter E 3 0, is of the form 
&LZ+g(Z)=v (*I 
where L is a self-adjoint operator in L’(Q) and g is a non-linear function. The cost 
function is detined for some p > 1, N > 0 and Z~E L2p(Q) by J(v, z) = lo{ Iz - ZJ Q + 
N Iv]‘) dx. The intimum of J(v, z) for v  E sl,, and (v, z) satisfying (*) is denoted by j. 
for any E 3 0. 
- I f  g is increasing and L 2 0 with (g, L) satisfying some natural conditions 
which insure well-posedness of (*) for every E > 0, then lim, _ ,(jC) = jO. 
- I f  g is non-decreasing but remains constant on some interval, the above 
statement becomes false in general, even for L = -d with Dirichlet boundary con- 
ditions in Q. Formulas are given in a typical case. 
- I f  g is increasing and L < 0, in general lim,-o(jr) # jO. The case where 
Q = 10, T[, D(L) = H* n H;(Q), Lz = z” and p = 3, g(z) = z3, N > 0 is studied. A 
formula of ergodic type is established in order to specify the limit of (j.) when 
a&,, = { ,I} and I # 0 is a real constant. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
In this work, we will denote by 
Q a bounded open subset of R” (n E N) and H = L*(Q), 
1~1, the norm of cp in L’(Q) for any P-E [l, +co], 
11 VII the norm of a vector u E R”, 
A the Laplacian operator and V the gradient operator. 
We use the standard notation for Sobolev spaces of functions. 
We also consider 
&ad a closed subset of H, 
L a self-adjoint operator with domain D(L) dense in H, 
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p a real number, p 2 1, 
NE R, N>O, 
z(j E L2”(s2), 
g: R + R a continuous function which satisfies for some ME R ’ 
VZER, lg(z)l GWl + lzl”). (0.1) 
It is clear that (0.1) implies that the operator z + go z = 9(z) carries L’“(Q) 
into H = L*(G) in a continuous (and bounded) way. 
Let E, = {(u, z) E aad x L’“(G), g(z) = u}. 
For any E>O we set E, = ((II, z) E @ad x [L”(Q) n D(L)], 
ELZ + g(z) = u}. 
We consider the (convex) functional over L2(Q) x Lzp(f2), depending on 
the real parameter N > 0 
J(u,z)=j, Iz-~~[~~dx+Nj~ lu12dx. (0.2) 
For any E > 0 such that E, # @, let j, = Inf(,,,,, J(u, z). In most cases, 
the hypotheses done on the data will imply 
V&>O, E,f0. (0.3) 
The purpose of this paper is to compare in various situations the three 
real numbers jO, lim inf, +0 (j,) and lim sup,,&,). In particular, we are 
interested in the cases where the equality 
Al = Fyo (j,) (0.4) 
is satisfied. 
An important special case of this problem, pointed out by J. L. Lions in 
his course at College de France (cf. also [ll]), was the origin of the 
present research. Specifically, let a E R, a # 0, and 
D(L) = H’(O) n H;(Q) 
Lu = -a Au, VUED(L) 
g(u) = ItdIP- 54, vu E L2P(Q). 
(0.5) 
- If a > 0 and @a,, = L2(Q), a result due to L. Tartar [ 123 says that 
(0.4) is satisfied for all N > 0. 
- If a < 0, p = 3 and aad = L2(Q), A. Bensoussan has established in [ 1) 
that property (0.4) holds true for any N< No, where N, does not depend 
on 52. Up to now, it is unknown whether (0.4) still remains true for all 
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N>O. It is the case, as shown by V. Komornik [8], if Iu(~-‘u is replaced 
by 1~1~. 
The object of the present work is to give the complete proofs of the 
results announced in [7], together with more information and in a more 
general framework. We investigate especially the case where +& #L*(Q), 
and we observe that the existence of constraints leads to rather complicated 
phenomena. 
First of all if ??& #L’(Q), it may happen that (0.3) is not satisfied. For 
instance, if we consider the model (0.5) with Q = 10, n[, a = -1, p = 1 and 
+& = {l}, then as a consequence of Fredholm’s alternative we have (cf. 
Example 3.5) Vm EN, E 1,C2m+ iI2 = Qr. Even when (0.3) is satisfied, the 
situation appears to be quite different according to the sign of a. 
It is important to remark, however, that under the simple hypothesis 
that g satisfy (0.1) and that L has a compact resofvunt [i.e., the set 
{U E D(L), lu12 < 1 and lLulz < 1 } is compact for the strong topology of 
H], for any E>O such that E,# QI, there exists (u,, y,)~ E,, such that 
j, = J(u,, y,). Th’ f 11 is o ows easily from the fact that Y is continuous from 
L’(Q) strong to L’(O) weak on any L2P(Q)-bounded subset of L’(Q). 
If E = 0 and E, # @, in general we cannot guarantee that j, is achieved 
as a minimum [because the condition u = g(z) is not weakly closed]. This 
work is divided into four sections and organized as follows: 
- In Section 1, we establish that in some cases, namely, if @a!ad = L*(Q) 
or if the equation ELZ + g(z) = u is a “well-posed” monotonic problem, we 
have lim sup,,&,) Gj,,. The Main Theorem applies to (0.5) when u>O, 
and we show by a counterexample that the result is rather optimal. 
- In Section 2, we deal with two classes of well-posed problems. The 
first class is defined by a kind of “invariance property” (cf. condition (2.2) 
below) and generalizes the case @& = L2(Q). The second one contains 
problem (0.5) when a > 0 and +& = {UE L2(Q), a < u(x) < fl}. We show 
that in this case (0.4) is satisfied. 
- In Section 3, we examine problem (0.5) with Q = 10, T[ and a < 0, 
p=3, and %a!a,= { u E L’(Q), u 3 A} (ill-posed problem with unilateral con- 
straint). We establish by a counterexample that no mutter how small N is, 
and even if (0.3) holds true, generally (0.4) is not satisfied. Especially, this 
counterexample means that the result of [l] cannot be generalized to the 
case C& # L2(Q). 
- In Section 4, we establish a general formula which gives the limit of j, 
as E + 0 for problem (0.5) with Q = 10, T[, a = -1, p = 2k + 1, ke N and 
@ad = {A>, A E R (ill-posed problem with “hard” constraint). This formula, 
which is established under more general hypotheses on g(u), explains in 
some sense the counterexample of Section 3. The proofs of this section are 
quite technical and use rather sharp information related to the theory of 
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non-linear autonomous ODE of the second order. We believe that the 
methods developed in Section 4 could be more interesting than the main 
result, which is difficult to interpret in practice and probably impossible to 
generalize in this form to the case of several dimensions. 
1. SOME CASEY WHERE THE PERTURBATION 
“DOES NOT INCREASE” THE MINIMUM. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In this section, we investigate various cases where the property 
lim sup(j,) d j. (1.1) 
E-+0 
is satisfied. We start with the easy case of a problem “without constraint.” 
PROPOSITION 1.1. In the special case where %aad = L2(s2), property (1.1) is 
satisfied. 
Proof. Let 6 > 0 arbitrary and consider ZE D(L)n L2p(s2) such that 
.Z( g(z), z) G j. + 6. We have lim, _ o J(ELz + g(z), z) = J( g(z), z). Thus 
lim sup, _ o( j,) Q j. + 6. Since 6 was any positive number, we conclude that 
(1.1) holds true. 
Now let %&, be any closed subset of L2(G). We have the following 
general result which corresponds to the case of well-posed problems. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let g and L be as in the Introduction, with the following 
additional properties: 
g is (strictly) increasing and g(0) = 0 (1.2) 
3rj>0,3CZO,Qz~R, l&)1 a:? IzIp--. (1.3) 
L 2 0 and moreover, for any non-decreasing Lipschitz continuous function 
h: R -+ R such that h(0) = 0, we have 
Qz E D(L), 
s 
Lz . h(z) dx 2 0. (1.4) 
R 
Then (0.3) and (1.1) are satisfied. 
Proof. We set y= g-l. It is an easy matter to check that y is a con- 
tinuous increasing function and the mapping v -+ y(v) is a continuous, 
bounded operator from L2(52) to Lzp(Q), as a consequence of (1.2)-(1.3). 
For any v E qad, we have (v, y(v)) E E,. Hence E, # /zr. 
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Now let 6 > 0 be fixed but arbitrary, and choose Z E L*“(Q) such that 
g(Z) = U E ea., and 
J(U, 5) <j, + 6. (1.5) 
Under the hypotheses (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) it is well known (cf., for exam- 
ple, [2, Proposition 2.17 p. 11.301) that for any E > 0, there exists one and 
only one soution z,eD(L)n L2p(Q) of the equation 
ELZ, + g(z,) = ii 
Since V E cad, (1.6) shows that E, # 0, V/E > 0. 
In addition, from (1.2) and (1.4) we deduce as in [2] that 
(1.6) 
VE > 0, I g(zJ2 6 142. (1.7) 
From (1.7) and (1.3), we deduce that z, is bounded in Lzp(s2). For each 
q > 0 fixed, we pick u, such that vV E D(L) and lti - ual 2 < q. 
Let h be any Lipschitz continuous, non-decreasing function with 
h(O) = 0. If we multiply both sides of (1.6) by h(z,) - u,, and integrate over 
52, we obtain E Sn Lz,(h(z,) - v,,) dx + Jn (h(z,) - v,)( g(z,) - V) dx = 0. Tak- 
ing account of (1.4) and L* = L, we deduce Jn [g(z,) -G][h(z,)- 
uV] dx < E Jn z, . Lu, dx. In this inequality, let us replace h(z) by fn(z) = 
(y+AZ)-‘(z) and let 1-O: we obtain 
JQ lg(zc)-q2dx<cJ z;Lv,,dx 
R 
+ J R [g(z,)-V][u,-V] dx. (1.8) 
From (1.8), (1.3) and (1.7) we deduce 
lim sup 1 g(z,) - U( 2 6 q. 
E-0 
(1.9) 
Since Y) is arbitrary small, we deduce from (1.9) that g(z,) + V in L*(Q) 
strong as E + 0. Hence z, = y[g(z,)] -+ y(V) = Z in L2p(Q) as E + 0. 
Finally, we have lim supB ~ o(jZ) < lim, --t o J(V, z,) = J(V, 2). Since 
J(V,Z)<jo+6 by (1.5), letting 640 we obtain (1.1). 
Remark 1.3. The proofs of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 rely on a 
quite different principle. Therefore, it is natural to wonder if, assuming the 
condition E, # 0 for all E 2 0, it would not be possible to obtain (1.1) 
under much more general assumptions. 
The role of condition (1.3) is not very clear, although it seems absolutely 
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crucial in the above proof (it is not only used to insure E, # @, but 
without (1.3) we cannot guarantee that z, remains bounded in L2p(Q), 
which is a crucial point). 
On the other hand, condition (1.2) plays an essential role in order for 
(1.1) to happen: the following counterexample shows that (1.1) may fail if 
g is not strictly increasing. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let K= {u E L2(Q), u > 0 > and O&, any closed subset of 
L2(sZ) such that (0) c 5& c K. We consider D(L)= H2(Q)nHk(SZ) and 
Lz = -AZ, Vz E D(L). Let zd E C(0) with zd < 0 in Q, and consider any con- 
tinuous, non-decreasing function g such that g(0) = 0 and 
VW E C,‘$ (&A, 01, g(w) = 0. (1.10) 
Then for any E b 0, we have (0,O) E E,. 
We claim that lim inf,,,( j,) > j,. Indeed, we obviously have (0, zd) E E,, 
hence j, = J(0, zd) = 0. Moreover, for any z E D(L) and E > 0, the condition 
-E AZ + g(z) E %&, implies 
- AZ+&)20 +z.o 
ZE fz2(L-2)nH#2) ’ . 
As a consequence, we find: j, = J(0, 0) = lzdl s > 0, VIZ > 0. 
An example of a function g which satisfies (0.1 ), (1.10) and is non- 
decreasing is g(z) = Iz+ 1 p. We can even choose g(z) such that I g(z)1 > JzI p 
for IzI large enough. Finally, we see that the strictly increasing character of 
g is essential in order to obtain (l.l), even when all the other hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.2 are satisfied. (Cf. Proposition 2.16 below for more complete 
results concerning this example.) 
Remark 1.5. In practice, it will quite often be possible to avoid con- 
dition (1.3) and replace it by a technical condition on Sad. More precisely, 
we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let X= L2(Q) x L2”(S). Instead of (1.3), assume that we 
have EO # 125 and 
E,n [L”(Q) x Lw(Q)]x= E,. (1.3bis) 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is preserved. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 1.2 step by step. Because of 
(1.3 bis), in the inequality (1.5) we can assume that (V, Z) E L”(Q) x L”(Q). 
Let M > 0 be such that -M < f(x) < M a.e. in 0. We infer that z,, the uni- 
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que solution of (1.6) such that z, E D(L), is in fact in L”(Q) and I.z,I o. < M. 
For instance let P, = (z, - M)+. The function h(z) = (z - M)+ is Lipschitz 
continuous with h(O) = 0. Hence as a consequence of (1.4) and (1.6), we 
find 
s 
[ g(z,) - g(Z)] 1, dx < 0. (1.11) 
R 
For almost all XEQ such that 2,(x) > 0, we have z,(x) >Z(x) * 
g(z,(x)) - g(Z(x)) > 0. Thus (1.11) implies P, = 0 a.e. in Q. We deduce that 
z, < M a.e. in 52. By the same argument we prove z, B -M a.e. in Q. 
Finally, since z, remains bounded in L”(Q), the method of proof of 
Theorem 1.2 applies without any more change. 
We give two applications of Theorem 1.6. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let (a, b)E R2 and assume 
g(R) = ]a, b[ and aad is convex (1.12) 
3v*Ec&, 3q>o, U+r]<V *<b-q a.e. in $2. (1.13) 
Then if (O.l), (1.2) and (1.4) are satisfied, we have (0.3) and (1.1). 
Proof Clearly (1.12) and (1.13) imply that Y(V*)E L”(a), hence 
(II*, y(v*))~E,. Let (z, g(z))EE,, and g(z)= v. For any t E 10, 11, we set 
0, = tv* + (1 - t)v, z, = y(v,). 
Since V,(X) E [q + a, b - tq J for a.e. x E 52, it is obvious that z, E L”(B), 
Vt E 10, 11. Also v, + v in L2(Q) strong as t + 0. 
Finally, for any t E 10, l] and a.e. in Q, we have 
Inf{u*(x), u(x)}~u,(x)~Sup{u*(~),u(x)} 
- InfCz(x), ~(v*(x))l <z,(x) < SupCz(x), ~(v*(x))l 
=a Iz,(xh G Iz(x)l + Ir(v*(x))l, a.e. in 52. 
By using Lebesgue’s theorem, we conclude that z, + z in L”(Q) as t + 0. 
Hence (1.3 bis) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Assume that for some (a, /?) measurable functions from 
D to R, we have 4!& = {u E L2(Q), a(x) < u(x) <j?(x) a.e. in Q}. Instead of 
(1.3), assume that we have 
3v E 4&, n L”(0) such that y(v) E L”(Q). (1.14) 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 still holds true. 
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Proof: Of course (1.14) implies [u, y(u)] E &,, thus E,, # a. Now let 
[g(z), z] E E,. We introduce 
nz I4 z =-+- 
n n+lzl n+IzI 
Y(U)? hIEN\. (0). 
It is clear that Inf{y(u), z} <z, 6 Sup{y(u), z}. As a consequence we have, 
a.e. in Sz, a < Inf{u, g(z)} < g(z,) 6 Sup{u, g(z)) </I, hence g(z,) = 
U?lE(J%d? VnEN\* (O}. Since Jz,l < [y(u)1 + n a-e. in 9, we also have 
[u,, z,] EL”(Q) x L”(Q). 
Finally, we have z,(x) + z(x) a.e. in G as n --t +oo, and since Iz,I 6 
IzI + Iv(u)l, 1 g(z,)J < 1 g(z)1 + 1~1, from Lebesgue’s theorem we conclude that 
z, -+ z in L*“(Q) and g(z,) -+ g(z) in L*(Q) as n + +CCI. 
Hence Corollary 1.8 is a consequence of Theorem 1.6. 
2. THE CASE OF WELL-POSED PROBLEMS 
We do not know whether the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 are sufficient 
to imply (0.4). In this section, we establish that (0.4) holds true under some 
additional hypotheses on 9?&, L and g. 
PROPOSITION~.~. Assume that L, g and 4&, are such that 
vz E LQ( 52) n D(L), 
I 
Lz.g(z)dxaO (2.1) 
R 
Vz E L”(Q) n D(L), VE > 0, the condition 
ELZ + g(z) E aad implies g(z) E f4&. 
(2.2) 
Then we have 
V&>O,j,>jo. (2.3) 
Proof (due to L. Tartar when @ad = L’(Q)). Let ZE L@(Q)nD(L) be 
such that ELZ + g(z) E 4&. We have 
J(ELz+g(z),z)=/ (lz-z,lzP+NlELz+g(z)J2}dx 
R 
2 s R {(z-z,/2P+NIg(z)/2}dx+2NEi^  
Lz.g(z)dx. 
c2 
From (2.1) and the above inequality, we deduce 
J(&LZ + g(z), z) 2 J(g(z), z). (2.4) 
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On the other hand (2.2) implies g(z)E&, hence (g(z), z) E E, and (2.4) 
means that V’E > 0, V(v, z) E E,, J(u, z) >j,. 
Finally, we obtain VE > 0, j, = Inf,,,,, Ec J(v, z) aj,. 
COROLLARY 2.2 (L. Tartar [12]). rf cad = L2(Q) and (L, g) satisfy 
(2.1), then we have lim,,&J =jO. 
Proof We already known from Proposition 1.1 that (1.1) is satisfied. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, we have also (2.3). It is clear that 
(1.1) and (2.3) imply the result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let aaad = L2(52) and L = -A with one of the usual 
boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neumann or periodic condition in 
Q=Il;= 1 Jai, bi C 1. 
If g is a continuous non-decreasing function which satisfies (0.1) and 
g(O)=O, then lim,,O(jE)=jO. 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. It is obvious that (L, g) satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) is 
trivial. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let I be a closed, non-empty interval of R and 9!& = 
{UE L’(Q), o(x)~Z a.e. in a}. Assume that g satisfies (0.1) and (1.2). 
Then (0.4) holds true at least in the following cases: 
(a) L = -A with either Neumann boundary conditions or periodic 
boundary conditions (and Q = I-I;=, ]ai, bi[), 
(b) L = -A with Dirichlet boundary conditions and 0 E I. 
Proof The maximum principle in weak form implies that (2.2) is 
satisfied. Then use Corollary 1.8 and Proposition 2.1. 
Remark 2.5. In case (b), if 0 # 1, then (2.2) is no longer satisfied, even in 
the simple case g(u) = 1~1 p-‘u. For example, if Z= Cl, +cc[ and V= 1, the 
solution z, of z, E D(L) n L’“(Q), --E AZ, + (z,( p- ‘z, = V is never such that 
g(z,) E aa,, since z, E C*(W) and z,C2(D) and z, = 0 on &S, while obviously 
VE S&,. We shall see later (Theorem 2.7) that a slight strengthening on the 
hypothesis on g allows one to overcome this difficulty. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let C be any closed subset of R and 
D(L)= ~EH’(Q), AueL2(Q) and:=0 on &J 
{ I 
Lu = -Au, Vu E D(L) 
‘%&= u~L~(Q),jo~(x)dxtC). 
{ 
Then tf g satisfies (O.l), (1.2) and (1.3), formula (0.4) holds true. 
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Proof: Clearly Theorem 1.2 is applicable. We only need to check the 
invariance property (2.2). But if ELZ + g(z) = v with ve%=,, i.e., 
Jn v(x) dx E C, we have Jo g(z) dx = se v dx. Thus Jn g(z) dx E C, hence 
g(z) E @ad. 
THEOREM 2.7. Assume that L = -A with one of the usual boundary con- 
ditions and g satisfies (O.l), (1.2) and (1.3) together with 
g2 is convex: R + R. (2.5) 
Let a, /I E L2(Q) be two functions in L2(Q) with a < j?, and 4&, = {v E L2(Q), 
a(x) < v(x) </l(x) a.e. in Q>. 
Then for all Z~E L2”(sZ), we have lim, +,,( j,) = j,. 
Proof. Let (u,, y,) E E, be such that 
je = J(UET Ye). 
We have u, E %a!ad, and 
-EAy,+g(y,)=u,. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
From ( 1.1) and the definition of J, it is easy to see that u, is bounded in 
L*(a) and y, is bounded in Lzp(0). 
Now we define w, and z, by the conditions 
we E NL), 
z, E W), 
--E Aw, + g(w,) = a(x) 
-E AZ, + g(z,) = j?(x). 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Then clearly we have (by the weak maximum principle) 
VE > 0, WEGYEGZE, a.e. in 52. (2.10) 
On the other hand, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, 
we obtain with y = g-’ 
lim w, = r(a(x)) and lim z, = r(P(x)) in L2p(sZ). (2.11) 
E’O E-0 
Let {E,} be any sequence of positive numbers tending to 0 as n + +co and 
such that 
YE,- Y* in L2P(sZ) weak. (2.12) 
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Since the cone of non-negative functions is weakly closed in L’(Q), from 
(2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) it is immediate to deduce that we have 
Y(a) Q Y* 6 Y(P) a.e. in 0. (2.13) 
Therefore g(y*)o%&*(g(y*), ~*)EJ?$,. 
Now the functional z + jn g2(z) dx is convex and continuous on L2”(0), 
as follows easily from Vitali’s theorem. It is therefore sequentially 1.s.c. for 
the weak topology of L2”(Q) and we have 
J R g2(y*)dx<liminf J g’( yJ dx. (2.14) n--r+oo * 
From (0.2), (2.4), (2.12) and (2.14), we deduce since (g(y*), y*) E E, 
~o<J(g(Y*), Y*)qy~yMYcn)9 YE,) 
< lim inf J( -E, dy,” + g( y,.), y,,) 6 lim inf (j,,). (2.15) 
n- +oo n- +m 
Since {E,} is arbitrary, we conclude that 
j, < lim+i,nf (j,). (2.16) 
Thus the proof of Theorem 2.7 is completed. 
Remark 2.8. It is not clear in general whether (2.6) can have several 
solutions or if the solution of (2.6) is unique for E > 0 small enough. The 
following result is convenient to obtain information about the behavior of 
(G Y,) as E + 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let L and g satisfy (2.1), and g satisfy (0.1) and (2.5). 
We consider u. sequence {E,} of positive numbers tending to 0 and for all 
nEN, upuir (un,zn)~EE,. 
Assume that we have 
2,-z* in Lzp(Q) weak and g(z*)E%& (2.17) 
lim sup [J(u,, z,)] <jo. (2.18) 
n- +m 
Then in fact z, -+ z* in L2p(Q) strong, also u, + u = g(z*) in L2(Q) strong 
and we have 
J(g(z*), z*) =.&I. (2.19) 
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Proof. From (2.17) and (2.18) we deduce 
ja Ir,-Z,12pdX+Njag2(Z~)dX 
< J(u,, Z”) d I, lz*-z,12PdX+NJlng2(2*)dx+a, (2.20) 
with lim n- +m(%)=Q s ince g* is convex, we have on the other hand 
j gZ(z*wG j g2(znW+Pn (2.21) 
R R 
with lim n- +no(/I,,) = 0. From (2.20) and (2.21) we deduce 
/mll;;k; ;;$‘p B jQ (z* - ZJ 2p dx + c(, + N/?, . This inequality clearly 
n +z* in L2p(s2) strong. Then g(z,) --t g(z*) as n -+ +cc in 
L*(0) strong, and from (2.18) U, remains bounded in L*(Q) as n + +co. 
Hence u,, = g(z,) + cnLz,,- g(z*) as n + +cc. By using (2.20) again we 
observe that lim sup*+ +m Iu,12< lg(z*)12, hence u,+ g(z*) in L2(s2) 
strong. 
Finally, we obtain J(g(.z*), z*)=lim,, +oa J(u,, z,)<jO. Since 
(g(z*), z*) E E,, (2.19) follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let L and g satisfy (2.1), g satisfy (0.1) and (2.5) and 
qad = L*(O). Let E, > 0 with lim n _ +m(~,) = 0 and (u,, z,) E E,” be such that 
VnEN, J(u,,z,)dj,,+6, (2.22) 
lim (6,) = 0. (2.23) 
n- +m 
Then if the sequence {z,,} is weakly convergent in L’“(Q), we have in fact 
z, -+ z as n + +co in Lzp(12) strong 
un -+ g(z) as n -+ +oo in L’(D) strong 
.I( g(z), z) = lim J(u,, 2,) =j, 
n-r +m 
where z is defined almost everywhere in Sz by the formulas 
AZ(X), x) = Efj(Z, x) (2.24) 
j(z, x) = Iz - zd(xp + Ng2(z). (2.25) 
Proof: For almost every XE 52, the function z + j(z, x) is well defined 
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and strictly conuex on R. The (unique) solution z E L,QsZ) of (2.24) is such 
that j(z(x), x) < Iz,(x)Izp + Ng’(O) E L’(Q); thus we have z E L2”(Q) and 
g(z)EL’(Q). It is easy to check that [g(z(x)), z(x)] is the only element 
[u, y] E L’(Q) x Lzp(sL) such that J(u, y) = j,. Then the corollary becomes 
an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.1 and 2.9. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let L, g and ?& be as in the statement of 
Theorem 2.7 and (u,, z,,) E E+ with E, > 0, lim, _ +oo(.q,) = 0. Then tf (u,, z,) 
satisfy (2.22) and (2.23), z, converges strongly in L”‘(Q) to the function z(x) 
defined almost everywhere in Q by 
Min AZ(X)~ xl = IE car(x) 8(), AZ, x). 
1 x 
(2.26) 
Proof Let vE+& and Z = y(u) E L’“(Q). The unique solution 
z(x) E L&,(Q) of (2.26) satisfies the inequality j(z(x), x) < [Z(x) - z,(x)[~~ + 
N ju(x)l 2. Thus we have z E L2p(Q) and g(z) E L2(sZ). It is clear that for any 
[u, y] E E0 we have J(u, y) > J( g(z), z) and the equality can only occur if 
y = z, u = g(z). Then Corollary 2.11 becomes an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 2.9 and the property g( y*) E%& obtained in the proof of 
Theorem 2.7, which remains true if (2.6) is replaced by (2.22~(2.23). 
Remark 2.12. As a particular case, Corollary 2.10 and Corollary 2.11 
show that any minimizing pair (Us, y,) converges as E -+ 0 to the unique 
pair (g(z), z) with z defined by (2.24) [respectively, (2.26)]. The difficulty 
for generalizing such a result is obviously related to the fact that j,, could 
fail to be a minimum under such general hypotheses as those of 
Proposition 2.1. 
Remark 2.13. We know from Example 1.4 that the result of 
Theorem 2.7 may fail if g is not strictly increasing. On the other hand, con- 
dition (1.3) is not essential and can be replaced by a technical condition on 
+&. (Cf. Theorem 2.14 below.) 
THEOREM 2.14. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied 
except that g does not satisfy (1.3). Instead of (1.3), assume that (1.14) is 
satisfied. Then (0.4) is satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 2.14. We define u,, y,, w, and z, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.7. 
Since g is increasing with g2 convex, it is clear that y carries L’(Q) into 
L’(Q) in a bounded and continuous way [indeed we have Ir(u)l < 
C( 1 + lul’)]. From these remarks and the method of proof of Theorem 1.2, 
we deduce easily that lim,,, w, = y(a(x)) and lim,,, z, = 7(/?(x)) in L’(Q). 
From this and property (2.10), we conclude as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 
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that y* defined by (2.12) satisfies the property g(y*)E qad. Then (2.16) is 
proved as previously. From (2.16) and Corollary 1.8, we conclude that 
(0.4) is satisfied. Hence Theorem 2.14 is completely proved. 
Remark 2.15. Again in Theorem 2.14 we cannot drop the hypothesis 
that g is strictly increasing. It is rather intriguing to note that in the special 
case where %!ad = K and g(z) = Jz+ I4 (1 <q < p), Theorem 2.14 allows us to 
find the limit of j,. More generally, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let (a, b) E Rx R be such that 
-co<a<b< +oo and Ca,blnRf$3 
%&, = {u E L*(Q), a < u(x) 6 b a.e. in 52) 
D(L)= {zEH#2),AzEL*(SZ)} 
Lz = -AZ, vz E D(L) 
g(z) = h(z + 1 where h: Ri --f R+ 
is an increasing continuous function such that h(0) = 0 and h2 is convex, with 
h(w)<C(l+wP), VWER+. Then we have the following results: 
- Ifb<O, we have &,=a andlim,,,(j,)= +oo. 
- If b=O and a<O, we have 
lim (j,) = Inf JFA 2). E-+0 z E D(L) z<o.--dz=so 
- Zfa=b=O, then j,=J(O,O)for any E>O. 
- If b20 anda=O, we have 
lim (jA=,>,‘;i,, J(u, ~1. E’O 2(i) = Va 
- If b > 0 and a # 0, then lim, _ o( j,) = j,. 
Proof We distinguish four cases. 
Case 1. O<a<b. 
Let 
h”(z) = h(z) if ~20 
= -h( -z) if z<O 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
E,={(u,z)E%~~xD(L), -EAz+h(z+)=u} 
E,*=((u,z)E‘%&,xD(L), -~Azf&z)=u}. 
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If (u, z) E E,u E$, then z 20 because +&c K and g, h” are both non- 
decreasing with g(0) = h”(0) = 0. Since on {z >O} we have h”(z) = h(z’), 
clearly E, = E,*, V’E > 0. By using Theorem 2.14, we therefore obtain 
lim (j,) = $rd J(v, z). 
E’O 
h(r)” u 
(2.29) 
Now the conditions u E ?& and h”(z) = u imply z > 0. Thus (2.29) reduces to 
(2.28). Note that 
j,* = Inf J(u, z) > j,. 
z 2 0.0 E 4&d 
h(r)=” 
- If a=O, we obtain fromula (2.28). In general, j$ >j, (cf. Exam- 
ple 1.4). 
In the special case a = b = 0, we have j, = j,* = J(0, 0) for all E > 0. Even 
in this case it may happen that j,* >j,. 
- If a > 0, the conditions u E +&, and h(z+ ) = u imply z + > 0 a.e. in 52. 
In this case, (2.28) reduces to (0.4). 
Case 2. a<O< b. 
- First we show that ‘de > 0, j, > j,. Indeed, if ZED(L) nL,2p(B) 
satisfies the inequalities a < --E AZ + h(z+) d b a.e. in 0, as a consequence 
of the maximum principle (in weak form) we deduce: a 6 h(z+ ) < b a.e. in 
R. Then by using Proposition 2.1 we derive j, > j,. 
- The condition h(z+) E %ad is equivalent to z Q h-‘(b). Since b > 0, we 
have h-‘(b)>O. Therefore we can introduce g1 = {zig, 36>0, 
z < h- l(b) - 6 in a}. Not only ~3~ # 12/, but in fact g1 is dense in L2”(L2) n 
g-I(%&). Thus we have j. = Inf,, g, J( g(z), z). 
Finally, let ZEZ&. There exists E(Z) >O such that V’E > 0, E < 
E(Z)* --~Az+h(z+)~&. As a consequence VE > 0, & < E(Z) 3 
J(--cAz+h(zf),z)>jj,. Hence limsup,,,(j,)<J(h(z+),z), VZE~~. But 
InLo, J(h(z+), z) = j,. This finishes the proof in Case 2. 
Case 3. a < 0, b = 0. 
- First, if ZED(L)~L’P(SZ) satisfies a< --E Az+h(z+) 60 a.e. in Q, 
we deduce z < 0 and -AZ < 0. As an immediate consequence, we have 
- Conversely, let z E D(L) be such that -AZ < 0 (hence z < 0). 
We introduce the solution z, of the problem Z,E D(L), -AZ, = 
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Sup{ -AZ, a/E} = w,. Clearly we have a < --E AZ, < 0 and z, < 0, with, in 
addition: 
lim w,= -AZ in L’(Q) 
8-0 
liyo z, = z in D(L). 
Hence (EW,, z,) E E, and we have V’E > 0, j, < J(Ew,, z,). By making E + 0, 
we conclude that lim sup, _ o (j,) G J(0, z). The proof in Case 3 is therefore 
completed. 
Case 4. b < 0. 
Obviously, then E, = a. Also, if -E AZ + h(z + ) d b with z E D(L), 
we deduce: z < (b/E)Z with Z the solution of ZE D(L), -AZ= 1. 
Hence (z - ZJ > ((b,/&)Z - z& , and we finally obtain j, > 
(l/eZP) I(bZ-&z,)-I$+ +m as s-+0. 
Finally, the four cases above cover all the possible situations: the proof 
of Proposition 2.16 is complete. 
3. A COUNTEREXAMPLE FOR ILL-POSED PROBLEMS WITH CONSTRAINTS 
In this section we show that if g is increasing but L < 0, formula (0.4) 
may fail for some @ad #L’(Q). The main difference with respect to Exam- 
ple 1.4 is that g will satisfy (1.2) and (1.3). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ,I>0 and Q = 10, T[ with T= Co/$ and 
Co = z516 j; dtjfl. Let Lu = u” for u E D(L) with either 
D(L)=H*nH$2)=D, 
or 
D(L)={uM*(O, T),u’(O)=u’(T)=O)=D,, 
or 
D(L) = {u E H2(0, T); u(0) = u(T) and u’(0) = u’(T)} = D3. 
Let +& c L’(Q) be any closed subset such that 
{I}c~~BdC(uEL2(SZ),u~~}. (3.1) 
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Finally, let p = 3, g(u) = u3 and zd = -C with C 2 3(A/2)“3. Then, with the 
same notation as previously, we have 
lim sup (j,,,~) < j,. (3.2) 
n- +m 
Proof Let cp be the solution on R of cp” + (p3 = 1, q(O) = q’(O) = 0. It is 
easy to check (cf. Lemma 4.10 below) that cp E C”(R), with 
VXER, O<(P(x,<fi (3.3) 
and cp is periodic with period 
T=q-J&‘$=gyJ 
Moreover we have 
rp(T/2)=fi. (3.4) 
Let q,(x)= cp(nx), tln~ N, VXEQ. Of course (P,,ED~ nD,nD,, and we 
have (l/n*)(pi + cp;l = 1 in Q, thus (A, cp,) E Eiln2. As an immediate con- 
sequence, we have jl,,,2 < J(n, cp,) = sc Iv,(x) + Cl 6 dx + N jr 1* dx. But 
~jk&x’ + Cl 6 dx = j: Iq$nx) + Cl 6 dx = jl (p(x) + Cl 6 dx. Thus we 
VngN, jlln2 Q NTA* + 
s 
O’ I q(x) + Cl 6 dx. (3.5) 
On the other hand, it is immediate to deduce from (3.1) that we have 
j,=~~~~~~~{lv1i3+C16+N~v/2}dx 
= j, = NTA* + T(A1’3 + C)6. (3.6) 
By comparing (3.5) and (3.6), we see that in order to prove (3.2), it is suf- 
jicient to establish that we have 
f joT /q(x) + Cl 6 dx < (A1’3 + C)? (3.7) 
For this purpose we use the following “Jensen’s strict inequality.” For com- 
pleteness a proof is included. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let FE C’(]m, M[)n C( [m, M]) be convex: [m, M] + R, 
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and v: [0, T] + R be continuous with Inf,, co,Tl v(x) = 4 
Sup,, [O,T] v(x) = M. Zf F is not affine on the whole of [m, M], then we have 
F(+joTv(x)dx)<+-joTF(v(x))dx. (3.8) 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let F’ = f and V= (l/T) jl v(x) dxE ]m, M[. We 
have 
Vu E Cm, Ml, F(v)-F(V)af(V)(v-6). (3.9) 
We set p(x)=F(v(x))-F(6)-f(@(v(x)-fi). Because of (3.9), we have 
p > 0 on [O, T] and 0 < (l/T) jr p(x) dx = (l/T) 1: F(v(x)) dx - F(V). The 
right-hand side is therefore non-negative, and it is positive unless p E 0. If 
p = 0, it means that F(v(x)) = F(6) + f(Q(v(x) - 0) for all x E [0, T]: then F 
must be affine on [m, M]. 
End of proof of Theorem 3.1. We introduce F(t) = -(t ‘I3 + C)6, 
t E [0,4n]. An elementary computation shows that FE C( [0,4il]) n 
C2(]0, 4n]) and we have F(t) = 3t-5/3(t1’3 + C)” [2C- 3t’i3]. Thus F” >O 
on IO, 4n] as soon as Ca $(4n)“‘= 3(d/2) I” In addition, in this case F is . 
never affine on [0,41]. Finally, we apply Lemma 3.2 with m = 0, M = 412 
and v(x) = (p3(x), Vx E [0, T]. 
We have, by integrating q”+ (p3 = 1 on 10, T[, (l/T) j,‘“(x) dx= 
(l/T) jr cp3(x) dx = I, hence 
-; joT (p(x) + C)6 dx < (11’3 + C)6. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed. 
Remark 3.3. In [l], A. Bensoussan has shown that if Q is any open 
bounded subset of R”, L = A with Dirichlet boundary conditions, p = 3 and 
g(u)= u3, %Qd = L2(Q), there exists a constant No, independent of 52 so 
that if N< No, then (0.4) is satisfied. Theorem 3.1 shows that the situation 
becomes completely different when aad # L2(sZ). In Section 4, we compute 
thelimitofj,whenn=l andaa,={l},AER. 
Remark 3.4. It will turn out (cf. Section 4 below) that in this case {jE) 
does in fact converge to some limit j,j’ < j,. The following example suggests 
that in some cases {j,} could have no limit at all. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. We consider the problem associated to (0.5) where 
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Q=]O,n[, a= -1, p=l, g(u)=u, +&,,={l} and zd=l; N=l. As we 
already mentioned in the Introduction, we have Ellk2 = 0 for every k of the 
form k=2m+ 1, rnE N. Now we set A = {c>O, E, # a} and we state the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. We have 
E>O,VmEN,&# (3.10) 
In addition 
VEEA, ’ 
1 
JE= cos2(lt/2 6) * 
(3.11) 
Finally, we have 
liminf (jJ=F<limsup(j,)= +co. (3.12) 
EEA,&‘0 &E&--O 
Proof The solutions of the equation EZ” + z = 1 are given by the for- 
mula z = 1 + r cos (x/A + cp). The condition that u E D(L) is equivalent to 
1 = -r cos cp = -r cos (z/h + cp). (3.13) 
Since this implies r # 0, we deduce 
cos ql = cos (r&/i + 47). (3.14) 
This last equality implies that either 
,I& = 2kq kEN (3.15) 
or 
n/& + 2~p = 2kn, keN. (3.16) 
- If 1/&=2m+ 1, mEN, then (3.15) cannot happen, and (3.16) 
implies cos cp = 0, which is excluded by (3.13): therefore E, = 0. 
- If l/&= 2m, m E N, then cp can be any real number such that 
cos cp # 0, and r = - l/cos cp. In this case, we find E, # @ and 
j,= Inf 7r+ n 
coslp#O [ 1 
’ --2-cos2(2mx+cp)dx =$ 
0 cm cp 1 
[notice that J; cos2(2mx + cp) dx does not depend on rp]. 
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- If l/& is not an integer, then (3.16) gives cp = -7~12 & + kq k E N. 
As a consequence, we deduce E, # Qr and 
1 
Jz = 7t + cos+/2 A, 0 
j* cos2 (2 - -+) dx. (3.17) 
An obvious computation shows that (3.17) implies (3.11). 
Finally, let us consider 7112 & = 1 and set 
Then j, = rt+ (7c/2) f (n/2 J), VE E A. 
Let Zk= ](2k- l)(n/2), (2k-t 1)(7c/2)[ for kE N, k>O. Then 
Sup, E Ik f(n) = + cc, pk = Inf, E ,k f(n) < 1 and pLk 2 1 - M/k for some finite 
M. (Notice that l/n lcos ill < l/23, cos’ I + 1/2J *f(n) > 1 - l/k) 
From these properties it is easy to conclude that (3.12) is satisfied. 
4. A DETAILED ANALYSIS FOR AN ILL-POSED, 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM WITH“HARD" CONSTRAINT 
Throughout this section, we assume n= 1 and Q= IO, T[, T>O, 
Z~E Z.*“(a), %&, = {A>, I E R given constant, D(L) = N* n HA(Q) and 
Lz = z”, v z E D(L). 
We assume that g E C’(R) satisfies (0.1) and in addition that we have 
g is strictly increasing on R and ,$y, I&Y = +a. (4.1) 
It is clear that (4.1) implies that if 1~1 is large enough, then U. g(u) > 0. 
Since here C& = {A}, for notational convenience we introduce Vs > 0, 
I?,= {zEH2nI$(Q), sz”+g(z)=;l} and Eo= {g-‘(J)}. 
We also set J(z) = jn lz - zdl 2p dx = J(z, 2) - NTil’ and jE = Inf,,% T(z), 
V&>O. 
For all r > 0 and z E L6(0, z), we define H(z, z) = ll(l/r) j; [z(s) - 
zd(x)12” ds dx and we set F= ( [z, z], z E R, z > 0, z E C’(R), z is z-periodic 
with z(0) = 0, z” + g(z) = 1 on R}. 
- Note that r is not supposed to be the smallest period for z. If z is 
periodic, then H(z, z) does not depend on the period t which we choose. If 
z is constant, then H(r, z) can be defined by means of any z > 0, and is 
equal to lz - ~~1%. 
Finally, we point out that F does not contain any constant function 
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except maybe z = 0. It is clear that [z, 0] E F if, and only if, g(0) = il. In 
that case we have H(z, 0) = lz,l$, VT > 0. 
- Under the hypothesis (4.1), it is well known that all the solutions of 
the ODE 
u” + g(u) = 2 (4.2) 
are global and periodic on R (cf. Lemma 4.10 below). 
By choosing any w  E R and considering the solution z of (4.2) such that 
z(0) = 0 and z’(0) = w, we conclude easily that F is never empty. As a con- 
sequence, we may set h = Inf,,,,, E F H(z, z). 
- Finally, let us introduce G(u) = J; g(s) ds, VUE R, and define a 
function E: R2 + R by the formula 
V [u, u] E R2, E(u, v) = $u’+ G(u) - Au. (4.3) 
It is well known that for any solution u of (4.2) on R we have the energy 
conservation property (see Lemma 4.10 below): Vt E R, E(u(t), u’(t)) = 
@u(O), u’(O)). Moreover, if we set E(u(O), u’(O)) =e, then the smallest 
period of the solution u(t) depends only on e, and defines a continuous 
function z(e): 12, +a[-IO, +co[ with P defined by .Z= 
Min,,,(G(u) -Au} (cf. Lemma 4.10 below). 
We claim that the following results are true. 
THEOREM 4.1. In addition to (0.1) and (4.1), assume that there exists a 
sequence {E,} with E, + 0 and E,n # @, Vn EN. Then we have 
lim inf (J,,) > h. 
nj tm (4.4) 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that g is as above and 
lim [z(e)] = 0. 
e- +m (4.5) 
Then, for any E > 0, we have E, # 0. If in addition, we assume that there is 
no open interval J, J# 0, and JC It?, + CC [ such that r is constant on J, 
then 
lim TJ = h. 
E'O (4.6) 
Remark 4.3. At the present time we do not know if the function z(e) 
can satisfy (4.5) and nevertheless be constant on a non-trivial subinterval of 
$7, + co [. At least the following result shows that this cannot happen when 
g is a polynomial. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. If g(u) is a polynomial, then z(e) is a real analytic 
function on ]e, + 00 [. 
Remark 4.5. Property (4.5) is rather convenient to check because it is a 
general rule for “super-linear” functions g. Indeed, we have the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume that there exist some positive constants v and 
C such that 
with y > 2. 
VUER, IG(u)l 2 v luly - C (4.7) 
Then (4.5) is fulfilled. 
An important consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Propositions 4.4-4.6 is 
the following. 
THEOREM 4.7. Assume that g is a polynomial function on R of degree m 
with 1 <m up, such that g’(u) > 0 on Iw. Then (4.6) is automatically 
satisfied. 
As a special case, Theorem 4.7 implies the following result. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let r E N, r B 1 and p = 2r + 1. We consider the optimal 
control problem 
where E, = { [v, z] E II2 n Hh(]O, T[), v = 2, EZ” + zP = II} and 1 is a fixed 
constant, zd E L2”( 10, T[ ). Then we have 
lim (jE)=j*= Inf ~1~~TIz(s)-zd(x)~2Pdsdx+NT~2 
E-0 (TJ)EF 0 z 0 
where F=(z,z]~lO, +oo[ xC2(R), z(O)=O, z(t+z)=z(t), z”+zP=IZ 
over R}. 
Remark 4.9. (a) As a particular case, if r = 3 we deduce from 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.8 that if I > 0, @ad = {A}, T= 2’161- ‘I3 lh dt/J?? 
and zd= -C< -3(1/2) , 1/3 then (j,} is in fact convergent as s--t0 to a 
limit j* < j,. 
(b) Another possible expression for h = j* - NT12 is 
Infh7.Fl o o J’J’Iz(a)-z,(x)l’Pdodx, with F,={[o,z]~]0, +co[x 
C’(R), z(0) = 0, z( t + 1) E z(t), w2z” + zp = I over R}. 
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(c) All the above results are still valid if we replace Dirichlet’s boun- 
dary condition by Neumann or periodic boundary condition, with obvious 
changes in some formulas. 
(d) The final result, even though it brings some light on the underly- 
ing structure of the problem, is not so satisfying: in pratice it seems to be as 
difficult to compute H(z, z) as to evaluate the limit of {jE}. 
(e) The formula obtained in this very specific case offers some 
similarity with the one obtained by G.Buttazzo and G. Dal Maso in [3]. In 
this work, they use the theory of r-convergence introduced by De Giorgi 
(cf., e.g., [4]) in order to get a general result in the unconstrained case 
@a!ad = L*(Q), 4 c R”. Apart from this formal similarity there is no clear 
relationship between their result and Theorem 4.8. 
Before we start the proofs of all the above results, let us recall as a 
lemma some basic material concerning ODE of the form (4.2). 
For the purpose of simplifying the formulas, we introduce 2 = g - J and 
G(u) = G(U) - Au. It is clear that g still satisfies (0.1) and (4.1) and G is a 
strictly convex function on R. Recall P = Min,,, G(u): there exists one and 
only one ii~ R such that G(C) =.?, which is also the only solution of 
b(U) = 0. Now as a consequence of (4.1), we have 
lim C(u)= +co. (4.8) IUI * +cn 
Also G is decreasing on ] - co, U[ and increasing on ]U, + cc [. Therefore, 
for any e E $7, + cc [, the equation c(u) = e has exactly two solution a(e) 
and p(e), such that a(e) <ii</?(e). 
Finally, the function e + a(e) is continuous and decreasing on I.?, + cc [, 
while /?(e) is continuous and increasing on ]c?, + cc [. 
LEMMA 4.10. Under the above assumpions on g, we have the following 
properties: 
(a) For any open interval Jc R, any t* E J and any pair [u*, v*] E R*, 
there exists one and only one function UE C*(J) such that 
u” + g’(u) = 0, VtEJ (4.9) 
u(t*) = u*, u’(t*) = v*. (4.10) 
In addition, if t* E J, n J2, the solutions of (4.9)-(4.10) on J1 and J2 are 
equal on J1 n J2. Finally, the solution of (4.9) and (4.10) is such that 
VteJ, &‘2(t) + G(u(t)) = ;(v*)* + G(u*). (4.11) 
Thus E(u, v) = iu* + G(u) is such that &u, u’) defines afirst integral of (4.9). 
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(b) The constant function u(t) = ii on R is a particular solution of 
(4.9). On the other hand,for any [u*, u*] # [zi, 01, the solution of (4.9) and 
(4.10) on J= R is non-constant, periodic with a smallest period z > 0 which 
depends only on the quantity e = E(u*, v*) > 2. More precisely, we have with 
a(e) and b(e) as above 
7=i(e)=Jij’(‘) 
ace-1 J&j 
(4.12) 
Moreover 
Mm u(t) = cr(e) 
f E CO,rl 
Max u(t) = p(e). 
f E CO,?1 
(c) The function e --f z(e) is continuous on $5, + 00 [. Also, if (u~}~~,,, 
is a sequence of solutions of (4.9) on R such that e, = B(u,, &) -+ e as 
m+ +oo, then 
sup 124,(t)-ii1 -+o as m-*+02 
1ER 
and 
SUP l&(t)l + 0 as m-+ +oo. 
lER 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Part (a) is a standard application of the general 
theory of ODE (cf., e.g., [5]). To check that the solutions are global, it is 
enough to remark that (4.8) and (4.11) imply 
Sup {lu’(t)+ (u(t)l} <M(e) 
ICJ 
(4.13) 
for any solution u of (4.9) on J with E(u, u’) = e, where M(e) depends 
boundedly on e. 
- To prove point (b), note that (U, 0) is the only rest point of the 
dynamical system generated by (4.9) in R2 when we set as usual u(t) = u’(t). 
The periodicity of the other solutions is classical and so is formula (4.12) 
(cf., e.g., [9, p. 381 or [6, Proposition 4.11). The statements on Min (u(t)) 
and Max (u(t)) are also well known. 
- To prove point (c), we obviously need to transform the singular 
integral formula (4.12). Actually, we introduce the open subset U c R2 
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defined by U = ( [e, s] E R2, e > 2, a(e) < s < p(e)}. Since e - G(s) > 0 when 
[e, s] E U, it is clear that the function defined by 
e - G(s) 
f(ey ‘)= (P(e) - s)(s - a(e)) 
(4.14) 
is continuous and positive on U. 
We claim that f can be extended to a function f which is continuous and 
positive on n. ( [t?, U] } = V. Indeed, we have 0 = {[e, s] E R2, e 3 13, 
cr(e) < s G /I(e)} with cr(C) = j?(g) = ii, hence n. {[C, U]} = Uu {[e, a(e)], 
e > P} u {[e, P(e)], e > Z}. 
We set 
f(e, s) =f(e, 3) if [e, s] E U 
da(e)) 
= a(e) - P(e) 
if s=cr(e) 
s(BW 
= B(e) - a(e) 
if s=P(e). 
(4.15) 
It is not difficult to check that f is continuous on V and positive there. 
Moreover, for any 6 > 0, f is bounded from below on the compact set 
V,={[e,s]EV, Z+s<e<e+l/6}. 
To transform (4.12), we introduce the new variable 
so that 
2 
dcp=- 
ds ds 
a-a,/1 -((2A-a-~)/(~-a))2=~~’ 
where CI and fl stand for a(e) and /l(e). Then formula (4.12) takes the form 
f(e (ct+fl)/2dI(a-cc)/2 sin cp)’ 
(4.16) 
9 
Since f is positive and continuous on each compact set V,, it follows 
immediately from (4.16) and the continuity of the functions a(e) and /I(e) 
on ]E?, + cc[ that r(e) is a continuous function of e on 12, + co[. [Note 
that we do not make any statement about the behavior of t(e) as e + 2.1 
Now to prove the second statement in point (c), it is sufficient to remark 
that since G is strictly convex on R and Min,, R G(u) = if(U) = 2, for any 
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E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that G(u) < t? + 6 3 (U - Ul < E. Hence, for any 
(u, U) E R’, the condition E(u, a) < Z + 6 implies 
Hence, the proof of Lemma 4.10 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Either we have lim inf, _ +m( j+) = + cc and (4.4) 
is fulfilled, or we can replace {Ed} by a subsequence, still denoted by {E,}, 
such that 
sup(j&)=c< +oo. 
n20 (4.17) 
It is now sufficient to check that for any sequence {e,} which satisfies 
(4.17), there exists a subsequence for which (4.4) holds true. 
Let z, E D(L) be such that z, E E,” and s(z,) = jz,. As a consequence of 
Lemma 4.10, there exists a unique solution 5, on R of the equation 
&,Z” + g(z) = 0 (4.18) 
such that 5, = z, on [0, T]. Since 5, is periodic, we deline a new periodic 
function y, on R by the formula 
VXER, Y,(X) = a& xl (4.19) 
Clearly yn is a solution of (4.9) on R. Starting from here the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 is divided in four steps. 
Step 1: Local convergence of the sequence y,. We claim that y, is 
bounded in W2@(R). Indeed, as a consequence of (4.171, we have 
Jr Iz,(x)12~ dxd Cl. Since g satisfies (0.1 ), we deduce easily that 
JOT l&)12 dx, SOT bz) d x and j,Td(z,)z, dx are bounded independently on 
n. Because 5, is a solution of (4.18) we have 
’ VXE R,$Z2(x) +G(w)=+ JOT {+,2(t)+ &z,(t))} dt. (4.20) 
If we make z = Z, in (4.18), multiply by z, and integrate over 10, T[, we 
obtain 
6” JOT z;yt) dt = JOT g(z,) z, dt. (4.21) 
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From (4.20), (4.21) and the above bounds, we derive that (s,/2) Z:*(x) + 
&Z,(x)) is bounded in L”(R). Hence Z,, and 65: are bounded in L”(R). 
As a consequence of (4.19) we deduce that y, is bounded in @‘l@(R). 
Finally, since y, is a solution of (4.9), we obtain that yi remains boun- 
ded in L”(R): the proof of the claim is completed. 
By Ascoli’s theorem, we may assume that lim, ~ +oo y,(t) = y(t) in 
C:,,(R) strong. Then y(t) is also a solution of (4.9), and the “energy” 
E(y,, yi)=en converges to e=E(y, y’) as )2-+ +co. 
Step 2: Reducing the problem to the case zd= constant. Recall J(z) = 
1; ,z(x) - z,(x),~~ dx. F or any q E 10, 1 [, there exists an integer N > 1 and 
two sequences {ai}lGigN and {ci} iGiCNP1 such that aiER, C,ER and 
O=a, <a,... < aN = T, with the property 
zAx)- Nf’ Cil,a,,n,+,C 
*P 
dx 6 Vet. 
i=l 
Then, for all z E L2p(0, T), we have 
(~(z)-~~‘[““,z(x)-ci,2pdx~~C(l+~~z~~~-1)~. (4.22) 
j=, a, 
[This inequality is easily derived by using the simple estimate 1 Iv + WI ‘P - 
,v,2p, <K(p)(lvy+ Iw12pP’ 
the li,‘ just above (4.22).] 
) Iw( together with Holder’s inequality and 
We introduce for any i E ( 1, 2,..., N - 1 } 
t,bi(z) = j-@+’ ,z(x) - cilzp dx, Vz E L”(0, T). (4.23) 
a. 
Note that if z is equal to some constant CE R, then 
$i(~)=(ai+l-ai) Ic-c~/*‘. Let M=SU~,,~,SU~,~~ IyJt)l. It is possible, 
for any 6 > 0, to choose N(6) and {a,}, (ci} in such a way that 
Vz E C(0, T), 
N(6) 
“P lz(t)l 6 Mu J(Z)- C Icli(Z) ~ 6. (4.24) 
CRT1 i=l 
For any iE (1, 2,..., N(6)) fixed, we are therefore reduced to studying the 
original problem with Q replaced by ]ai, ai+ l[ and ZJX) = ci on 
lai, a, + I C. 
Step 3: Mean behavior in the case of a constant zd. We claim that for 
any ie { 1,2 ,..., N(6)}, we have the formula 
(4.25) 
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with z = z(e) if e > 2, and z > 0 arbitrary if e = t? in which case y E ii. In 
order to avoid accumulation of subscripts, we now assume that i is fixed 
and we set ai=a, a,+r = b, ci = c, tii = $. To check (4.25) we distinguish 
two cases. 
Case 1. e = 2. Then y, and z, converge in L”(R) strong to the constant 
function U (cf. Lemma4.10(c). Hence (4.25) is trivially satisfied. 
Case 2. e > 2. Let z, be the smallest period of y,. For n large enough, 
~~ > 0 and we have the estimate 
l~(z~)-tjb~~(y.(s))dl~2~~~ I%-42 (4.26) 
Indeed, to obtain (4.26), we write 
Izn(x) - -cIZP dx 
s 
b 
= 
a 
where k,c N, C,E R are such that Ik,z,,- (b--a)/&1 Qz, and 
C,E IWJbm b/A]. Then (4.26) follows right away. 
Since lim n- +oo(en) = e > 2, we have lim, _ +oo(z,) = z(e), thus (4.26) 
obviously implies (4.25) for all iE { 1, 2,..., N}. 
Step 4: Coming back to the original problem. From (4.24) and (4.23), we 
deduce: 
lim sup J(z,,) - 11’ J( y(s)) ds 6 26. (4.27) 
n-t +m 7 0 
Since 6 is arbitrary, (4.27) means that we have 
lim n+ +m ~(z,)=(~/~)S~~(YY(S))~S. This last formula means that 
lim n _ +m(JEJ = H(z, y) > h, because it is clear that [z, y] E F. 
This ends the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let A = Sup,,,. ,u, G(u) + 1. Clearly we have 
a(A)< -Iii! and /?(A) > [Ul. Hence for any ea.4, any solution of energy e 
must vanish at some point, since any such solution must take the values 
cr(e) < 0 and p(e) > 0 somewhere on [0, T(e)]. 
Let 90= s(A): as a consequence of (4.5) and Lemma 4.10(c), for every 
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ZE 10, rO], there exist e 3 A and a solution y of (4.9) of energy e with 
r(e) = r. We may assume that y achieves the value 0 at x = 0. Thus: 
vt E 10, to], 3 y E C2(R), CT, yl E F. (4.28) 
Now let E > 0 arbitrary, and find n E N* such that r = (l/n)( Tj&) < ro. If 
[r, r] E F, we can set z(t) = y(f/&). Then z E C’(R) and EZ” + g(z) = 0 
with z(0) = 0 and z(T) = y( T/A) = TV = 0. Thus for any E > 0, we have 
RzQr. 
- Now let [T, y] be arbitrary in F. We want to establish that if z(e) is 
not constant on an open interval, then 
lim sup (J6) < H(r, y). 
E--r0 
(4.29) 
Case 1. If y = ii, then U = 0 and g(0) = 1. Then 0 E E, and J”, < J(O) = 
H(z, 0), for any E > 0. Hence (4.28) holds true. 
Case 2. If y f U, we have E(y, y’) = e > Z, assuming that T = r(e) 
(smallest period) will not change the value of H(t, y). Also, since y(O) = 0, 
it is clear that a(e) < 0 Q P(e). For each E > 0, we define pE by 
Since z is not constant on [e, e + S] for any 6 > 0, clearly there exists a 
sequence {e,} with e, > e and satisfying 
VTIEN, T(e,) f T(e) 
lim (e,) = e. 
n-t +oo 
(4.31) 
By extracting a subsequence, we may assume that either r(e,) > t(e) for all 
n E iV, or z(e,) <r(e) for all n E iV. 
- Assuming that r(e,) > z(e), we set 7E = (T/&)(1/p,) 2 z. Since r, + T 
as E -0, for all E small enough there exists HEN such that r < z,< 
+nc,d. 
In addition, we may obviously choose n(E) such that 
lim, _ O(n(s)) = + co. [An example of such a choice is n(c) = Sup{n~ N, 
z(e,) 2 r,}.] As a consequence, there exists co>0 such that V(EE 10, co[, 
Je, E Ce, enc,,l, t(e,) = z,. 
- If z(e,) < t(e), we obtain the same result by replacing pE by pE + 1 in 
the definition of z,. 
It is very important to remark that in both cases we obtain the 
following: for E E 10, cO[, there exists e, > e with the following properties: 
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(1) lim E+O(eE)=ey 
(2) z, = z(e,) is such that qE = T/&T, EN. 
Let y, be any solution of (4.2) with E( y,, y:) = eE. Since eE > e, we have 
a(e,)<cr(e)dO</?(e)</?(e,), hence y, vanishes on [0, r,]. We may 
assume y,(O) = 0 and y:(O) y’(O) > 0. Next we define z, by the formula 
z,(x) = Y,(X/&) = Ye 
( ) 
4ETE 1’T . (4.32) 
Then EZ~ + g(z,) = A, z,(O) = y,(O) = 0 and z,(T) = yB(qEz,) = y,(O) = 0. 
Thus z, E E, and for E E 10, sO[ we find 
J”, A < s(z,) = jr I y,(x/& - zJx)I~~ dx. (4.33) 
0 
By using (4.33), it is now easy, using the same method as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, to demonstrate that lim, +. &z,) = H(r, y). [Note that we 
have lim E+O y, = y in C:,,(R) by construction of y,.] This implies (4.29). 
Since [r, JJ] was in fact arbitrary in F, we deduce from (4.29) that in all 
cases 
lim sup (J”) < h. 
E--t0 
(4.34) 
From (4.4) and (4.34) we conclude that (4.6) holds true. Thus the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 is completed. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. If g is a polynomial, then so is G. As a con- 
sequence of (4.1) G is at least of degree 2. 
We consider the ring R[x, y, z] z R[x, y] [z] and in this ring we divide 
G(z) by the polynomial (y - z)(z - x) which has degree 2 in z. (Cf. [ 10, 
Theorem 2, p. 1201.) Thus we find a polynomial PE R[x, y, z] and two 
polynomials R, S in R[x, y] such that 
@) = (z - Y)(Z - x) W, Y, z) + zR(x, Y) + S(x, ~1. (4.35) 
In this identity, if we substitute x = a(e) and y = /I(e), we obtain 
(3~) = (z - B(e))(z - a(e)) P(a(eh B(e), z) 
+ zNa(e), B(e)) + S(deh B(e)). (4.36) 
If in (4.36) we put z = a(e) z = /I(e) we obtain e = a(e) R(a(e), j(e)) + 
SCaleI, B(e)) = B(e) R(a(e), B(e)) + S(a(e), B(e)). 
Finally, for any e > 2 we have a(e) #p(e),, hence R(a(e), /l(e)) = 0 and 
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S(a(e), P(e)) = e. Thus from (4.36) we deduce Ve > e, VSE R, e-G(s) = 
(P(e) - s)(s - a(e)) P(a(e), B(e), s). By comparing this formula with (4.14) 
we conclude that 
fk s) = P(a(e), B(e), s) on CJ. (4.37) 
Now in formula (4.16) we have 
a+p /3--a 
f(e,-i-+Tsin’p)=P(a,j!&~+~sinq7). 
with a = a(e) and /? = b(e), e > 2. Since G is a polynomial, the functions a(e) 
and b(e) can be extended to some complex analytic functions di([) and p(c) 
in a complex neighbourhood D1 of It?, + co [. 
Let 
D= fiED*,VBE[-Al], B 
( 
- $-a 
i(r)JQ),~+e--i-)fOl. 
For (5, cp) E D x R, we define 
For any rp E [ - 7c/2, + 7c/2], 3([, cp) is analytic with respect to < ED. Let K 
be any compact subset of ]e, + cc [. Since It?, + cc [ c D and D is open in 
C, we can find a complex neighbourhood W of K in D such that @is com- 
pact and WC D. 
In 17x K (@/X)(5, cp) is uniformly bounded Ljust compute this through 
formula (4.38)!] and I?([, cp)l . b is ounded away from zero by construction 
off and D. 
From these properties and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, 
we conclude easily that the function z*(i)= ~jE$ dtp/,/Tm has a 
continuous determination which is holomorphic in some neighbourhood of 
K. 
Finally, r(e) is real analytic on 12, + co[. 
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Let f(e, s) be as in formula (4.14) and define 
for e > 2: m(e) = Inf,,,, <s < B(eJ f(e, s). For any SE [S, p(e)[, we have 
f(e s) = w - &) . 12 W) -G@). 1, 9 B-s s-a D-U B-a 
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because G is convex. Hence 
Inf f(e, s) 2 
e-c? 
SE Cu%e)C (B(e) - fW(e) - de))’ 
For s E la(e), U], we obtain the inequality 
G(s) - w. 1~ f(e,S)= - s-a e-2 
P-3 (U-Ne))(P(e)-a(e))’ 
hence 
Inf f(eyS)2(ii-a(e)~(~(ee)-a(e))’ s E ]a(e),zi] 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
From (4.39) and (4.40), it is immediate to conclude that 
(4.41) 
If (4.7) is satisfied, then we have [since G(U) = G(/?)=e] e> 
(v/2) ljI(e)l’- C’ and ea (v/2) lcc(e)lY- C’. 
Since for e large enough we have a(e) < 0 <b(e), we obtain 
e B 6 I/?(e) - a(e - C”, 6 > 0. From this inequality we derive 
I/l(e)-a(e)1 <[y]liy. 
Since y > 2, (4.41) and (4.42) imply 
lim m(e)= +co. 
e- +co 
(4.43) 
From (4.16) and (4.43) we deduce r(e) d rc $/m -0 as e + +co. 
The proof of Proposition 4.6 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Since g’ 2 0 on R and m > 1, it is immediate to 
see that g is (strictly) increasing and satisfies (4.1) and (4.7). Moreover 
from m < p we deduce that (0.1) is satisfied. 
As a consequence, the conclusions of Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 hold true. 
Hence r(e) is a real analytic function on 1.5 + co[ such that t(e) >O, 
Vec]e, +co[ and lim,, +oo r(e)=O. It is therefore impossible that r(e) 
remain constant on any non-empty open subinterval J of ]e, + co[. 
Finally, we see that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. It is a special case of Theorem 4.7 with g(u) = up 
and p=2r+l, rczN. 
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